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The Mayan Calendar And The Transformation Of
Consciousness
The Mayan Messages are a collection of 260 channeled messages, one for each
day of the sacred Tzolkin Mayan calendar. In todayâ€™s world, there is much
debate over what may or may not happen in the year 2012.The Day Keepers of
the Mayan calendar speak from the â€œOther Side,â€ encouraging the reader to
look within, on a daily basis, for ways to create the reality one chooses to
experience.No matter when the world comes to an end, these pearls of wisdom
will allow you to create a life filled with peace, joy and abundance. . . NOW and in
every moment, no matter what chaos is spinning around you.Consider
purchasing a copy for your local church, school, jail or public library. Contact the
author for possbile discounts on multiple book orders! A portion of the sale of this
book is used to supply the Mayan Messages to jails and public libraries
throughout the United States. For more information, visit our website at: www.t-ad-a.com
There has been much discussion on the airwaves and online about the possible
significance of 21st December 2012, the date of completion of a particular
395-year cycle in the Maya Long Count calendar. The authors of this book
approach the question from a new angle, drawing on wisdom from the Book of
Revelation and Rudolf Steiner's remarks on the coming incarnation of Ahriman
(the Antichrist).
Looks at the culture of the Maya and the theories surrounding the end of their
calendar in 2012.
Take a look at the science behind the Mayan calendar, prophecies and
mythology. The Maya believed multiple cycles governed civilization. They created
various calendars to track these cycles. Their short count calendar tracked a
256-year cycle believed to control epidemics, famines, warfare and more.
Scientists have found a 250-year solar cycle that also appears to affect
epidemics, famines, warfare and more. Their long count calendar tracked a
5000-year cycle related to natural disasters and cosmic catastrophes. Scientists
have also discovered that the Earth is subjected to periodic bombardment by
comets and asteroids that plunges the world into long periods of darkness and
cold. Mayan mythology appears to record such events and in some instances
even the exact dates on which these catastrophes occurred in the past. By
comparing these dates with ice core records, sedimentary records, and climate
records, this book reveals the truth about civilization's darkest days. And what
may lie ahead in the future.
Did the Maya really predict that the world would end in December of 2012? If not,
how and why has 2012 millenarianism gained such popular appeal? In this
deeply knowledgeable book, two leading historians of the Maya answer these
questions in a succinct, readable, and accessible style. Matthew Restall and
Amara Solari introduce, explain, and ultimately demystify the 2012 phenomenon.
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They begin by briefly examining the evidence for the prediction of the world's end
in ancient Maya texts and images, analyzing precisely what Maya priests did and
did not prophesize. The authors then convincingly show how 2012 millenarianism
has roots far in time and place from Maya cultural traditions, but in those of
medieval and Early Modern Western Europe. Revelatory any myth-busting, while
remaining firmly grounded in historical fact, this fascinating book will be essential
reading as the countdown to December 21, 2012, begins.
These four discourses in 2012 are just that, formal conversations. They are
related to the Mayan Calendar's end of a very important time group. There have
been many books, websites, and organizations formed around the Mayan
Calendar and the Mayans themselves. The contemporary groups of indigenous
people of Central America who are generally considered to be decedents of the
ancient Mayans are the constant study of individuals and organizations ranging
from serious academics to interloping practitioners of Mayan life and Mayan
spirituality. These discourses are a very different vision of the Mayan Calendar's
end of time. Professor bell suggests a unique action that 2012 presents to you.
Eschewing the usual apocalyptic predictions, the discourses offer a genuine gift
from America's indigenous visionaries.
Visionary historian Arguelles unravels the harmonic code of the ancient Maya
providing valuable keys to understanding the next twenty years of human
evolution.
The Book of Revelation tells of angels who fall from their heavenly estates. The
Mayan calendar foretells the fall to some two hundred thousand years ago. The
discord that followed sent repercussions to earth, arriving about nine thousand
years ago when the first generation of the human race Israel emerged. By 4500
BC, an Agenda of a Snake from the fallen angels began to breed the biblical lines
of Cain and Seth. Soon, the third generation emerged, and the conditions man
calls good and evil began proliferating on the earth. Man's spirit commenced
through the spirit of the angel Michael, but today it remains trapped within the
human mind. Six thousand years ago, the angels Michael, Ra, Viracocha, and Ra
Agenda came to earth to free man's spirit by attempting to prevent the creation of
the human race. Unsuccessful, they left earth, bequeathing the Mayan calendar,
which contains information about the five Ages, to the Mayan people. The Ra
Agenda reemerged by 1948 as the mysterious UFO that defied the laws of
reality. They have come to secretly assist mankind through the approaching shift
in human consciousness scheduled to occur in the fifth Mayan Age of Aquarius in
the year 2040.
Draws on the latest scientific research and theories, as well as writings of a
variety of ancient civilizations, to explore the belief that the year 2012 has been
pinpointed as a cataclysmic year in human history, offering an authoritative study
that assesses how close the planet and humankind are to extinction. Reprint.
40,000 first printing.
Bestselling author Barbara Hand Clow shows how the Mayan Calendar is a
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bridge to galactic wisdom that fosters personal growth and human evolution •
Unearths the meaning behind the calendar, its message for modern civilization,
and what will happen when the calendar ends • Reveals how time acceleration is
a manifestation of the acceleration of consciousness • By the author of The
Pleiadian Agenda The Mayan Code is a deep exploration of how, as we
approach the end of the Mayan Calendar, time and consciousness are
accelerating, giving us a new understanding of the universe. Using Carl Johan
Calleman’s research, as well as the ideas of other Mayan Calendar scholars,
Barbara Hand Clow examines 16.4 billion years of evolution to decode the
creative patterns of Earth--the World Mind. These great patterns culminate in
2011, and then during 2012 major astrological influences will inspire us to attain
oneness and enlightenment. The Mayan Code shows how the time cycles of the
Calendar match important periods in the evolutionary data banks of Earth and the
Milky Way Galaxy. These stages of evolution are converging during the final
stage of the Calendar, the period between 1999 and 2011. War and territoriality,
resource management and separation from nature, are all part of daily events we
must process during these few short years: evidence of the tightening spiral of
time that we experience as time speeding up. Barbara Hand Clow counsels that
our own personal healing is the most important factor as we prepare to make this
critical leap in human evolution--now referred to as the awakening of the World
Mind.
In Maya Political Science: Time, Astronomy, and the Cosmos, Prudence M. Rice
proposed a new model of Maya political organization in which geopolitical seats
of power rotated according to a 256-year calendar cycle known as the May. This
fundamental connection between timekeeping and Maya political organization
sparked Rice's interest in the origins of the two major calendars used by the
ancient lowland Maya, one 260 days long, and the other having 365 days. In
Maya Calendar Origins, she presents a provocative new thesis about the origins
and development of the calendrical system. Integrating data from anthropology,
archaeology, art history, astronomy, ethnohistory, myth, and linguistics, Rice
argues that the Maya calendars developed about a millennium earlier than
commonly thought, around 1200 BC, as an outgrowth of observations of the
natural phenomena that scheduled the movements of late Archaic huntergatherer-collectors throughout what became Mesoamerica. She asserts that an
understanding of the cycles of weather and celestial movements became the
basis of power for early rulers, who could thereby claim "control" over
supernatural cosmic forces. Rice shows how time became
materialized—transformed into status objects such as monuments that encoded
calendrical or temporal concerns—as well as politicized, becoming the foundation
for societal order, political legitimization, and wealth. Rice's research also sheds
new light on the origins of the Popol Vuh, which, Rice believes, encodes the
history of the development of the Mesoamerican calendars. She also explores
the connections between the Maya and early Olmec and Izapan cultures in the
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Isthmian region, who shared with the Maya the cosmovision and ideology
incorporated into the calendrical systems.
Mayan daykeeper Hunbatz Men reveals the multi-calendar system of the Maya
that guided the lives of his ancestors and how it can guide us today • The first
book to reveal the secrets of the Mayan Pleiades calendar: the Tzek’eb •
Explains how the Maya used their astronomical knowledge to guide their lives on
Earth The Mayan Calendar has taken on special prominence with the imminent
arrival of 2012, a date that many claim is the end of that calendar. However, as
Mayan elder and daykeeper Hunbatz Men shows, the cosmological
understanding of his ancestors was so sophisticated that they had not one, but
many calendars, each based on the cycles of different systems in the cosmos. In
this book he reveals for the first time the Tzek’eb, or Pleiades, Calendar of
26,000 years, which charts the revolution of our solar system around Alcyone,
the central star of the Pleiades system. He also discusses the K’uuk’ulcan
Calendar of the 4 seasons of the solar year and the wheel of the K’altunes
Calendar, which is composed of 13 cycles of 20 years each that form a calendar
of 260 years. In traditional Mayan culture the computation of time was not
determined by simple economic or social motives. The calendars served the
higher purpose of synchronizing the lives of human beings and their societies to
the great cosmic pulsation, to the rhythm of the annual seasons, and to the other
cycles that dictate changes upon Earth. Mayan understanding of the cosmic
cycles was so exact that this knowledge could be used to influence all stages of
life--from planning when to conceive (parents could choose not only the sex of
their child but its vocation and future destiny) to plotting out the course of the
entire society. Pyramids played a crucial role in applying this wisdom because, as
Hunbatz Men shows, they were able to produce and transform energy in
accordance with the cosmic cycles charted by the calendars. This book reveals
for the first time the wisdom of the multi-calendar Mayan system and how it can
help guide our modern world.
You've noticed lately -- haven't you? -- that for the past few years, UFOs and
phenomena in the skies are all over the place. Well, hold on to your hats! You
can be pretty sure this is only going to increase in its frequency in the skies. In
this book, you'll be able to read a little bit about who the beings in the UFOs are,
where they're from, why they're here, and so on. In the future, it won't just be
airplane pilots reporting on these things. You'll be talking about it among
yourselves because regular folks just like you will be seeing these ships. This
time, don't keep it quiet. Just talk about it with your neighbors or your friends
online. It gives other people permission to believe what they saw. People have
been taught, you know, not to believe what they see. So you can believe it -- it's
real.
Discover What the Prophecy of 2012 Means for Your Life According to the
Mayan Elders, at the moment of birth every human being is given a destiny. Our
life challenge is to develop ourselves and our skills in order to fulfill this destiny,
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thus fueling our individual contribution to the planet. At the heart of The Book of
Destiny is the sacred Mayan calendar, an extraordinary tool that allows the
reader to discover this destiny, along with one’s special Mayan symbol, origin, as
well as the protection spirits that accompany them through life. Poetically
narrated, the book describes how the calendar contains the scientific legacy of
the Mayan people, preserved and transmitted over the centuries through oral
tradition and written texts. Written at the request of the Mayan Elders, by member
of the Guatemalan Elders Council and Mayan Priest Carlos Barrios, The Book of
Destiny is a tool to help people understand their life purpose and to use this
profound knowledge to make the best of their time on earth.
Dispels the prejudices and misconceptions that surround the Mayan Calendar, 2012, and the
existence of extraterrestrial life.
A guide to aligning your life with the frequencies of the Nine Waves of Creation • Explains the
quantum physics behind the Waves of the Mayan Calendar system and how their holograms
shape the human mind • Shows how throughout history each revolution in human
consciousness has been driven by the activation of one of the Nine Waves of Creation •
Reveals how we can consciously work to deactivate the negative patterns of the Sixth Wave
and manifest the unity consciousness of the Ninth Wave In the past few years the world has
witnessed changes in social consciousness whose sudden development the ruling scientific
paradigm has not been able to explain. These changes correspond with the activation of new
Waves of Creation emanating from the center of the universe that influence human thinking.
From the Big Bang to the present, these Waves guide the evolution of the universe and,
through their holographic resonance with the human mind, profoundly shape revolutions in
religion, technology, economy, and social consciousness. Presenting a quantum-holographic
perspective on world history and human consciousness, Carl Calleman explains the quantum
physics behind the Waves of the Mayan Calendar system and how these Waves allow us to
understand the shifting eras on Earth as well as the possibilities of the future. He describes
how, prior to the activation of the 6th Wave in 3115 BCE, our social systems were based on a
unified cosmic order, but the hologram of this Wave shifted society to an all-consuming focus
on Good and Evil, leading to the rise of patriarchal religious structures, slavery, and warfare.
He explores how later Waves and their new holograms helped humanity survive the negative
effects of the 6th Wave, such as the Industrial Revolution of the 7th Wave and the Digital
Revolution of the 8th Wave. In 2011, the 9th Wave was activated, bringing with it an
accelerated push for a more egalitarian world, a rising awareness of unity consciousness, and
access to the full power of all Nine Waves of Creation. Calleman explains how our individual
resonance with each Wave plays a role in the quality of our lives and how we must consciously
work to resonate with the higher Waves. Revealing how we can become quantum activists in a
holographic world by aligning with the 9th Wave, the author shows how we each can help
manifest the destiny of humanity hinted at in ancient texts.
A wall calendar providing the Maya calendar dates for each day of 2012. The Maya dates are
displayed in hieroglyphics with English translations. This edition also includes "this day in Maya
history" facts, beautiful photos from around the Maya world, and the momentous turn of the
13th Bak'tun on December 21, 2012. Authored by archaeologist Dr. Edwin Barnhart, Director of
the Maya Exploration Center.
Reveals the Mayan calendar to be a spiritual device that describes the evolution of human
consciousness from ancient times into the future • Shows the connection between cosmic
evolution and actual human history • Provides a new science of time that explains why time
not only seems to be speeding up in the modern world but is actually getting faster • Explains
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how the end of the Mayan calendar is not the end of the world, but a path toward
enlightenment The prophetic Mayan calendar is not keyed to the movement of planetary
bodies. Instead, it functions as a metaphysical map of the evolution of consciousness and
records how spiritual time flows--providing a new science of time. The calendar is associated
with nine creation cycles, which represent nine levels of consciousness or Underworlds on the
Mayan cosmic pyramid. Through empirical research Calleman shows how this pyramidal
structure of the development of consciousness can explain things as disparate as the common
origin of world religions and the modern complaint that time seems to be moving faster. Time,
in fact, is speeding up as we transition from the materialist Planetary Underworld of time that
governs us today to a new and higher frequency of consciousness--the Galactic
Underworld--in preparation for the final Universal level of conscious enlightenment. Calleman
reveals how the Mayan calendar is a spiritual device that enables a greater understanding of
the nature of conscious evolution throughout human history and the concrete steps we can
take to align ourselves with this growth toward enlightenment.
When his archaeologist parents go missing in Central America, fourteen-year-old Max embarks
on a wild adventure through the Mayan underworld in search of the legendary Jaguar Stones,
which enabled ancient Mayan kings to wield the powers of living gods. Includes cast of
characters, glossary, facts about the Maya cosmos and calendar, and a recipe for chicken
tamales.
"Mayan Calendar Astrology: Mapping Your Inner Cosmos" is the quintessential handbook to
help you understand the art of Mayan astrology and how to harness it for a profound
illumination of your personal lifepath. If you liked "Jaguar Wisdom," this book will take you even
deeper into the powerful insights that Mayan astrology can offer, whether you're a seasoned
expert or just a beginner. Included in the book are: - Complete information about the day signs
and numbers - The importance of the Year Lord - The Mayan Destiny chart (also known as the
Mayan Cross) - The complete nine-sign horoscope - Solar and lunar cycles - A unique method
for determining the phases of human life - The personal compatibility matrices embedded
within the Tzolk'in - A little-known technique for assessing human relationships by combining
two horoscopes into a composite chart - Calendar diagrams and horoscope templates - A
powerful and meditative technique called the "Path of Feathered Serpent," based on our own
"personal lunar month" and designed, through a series of guided meditations, to awaken the
koyopa or inner lightning we all possess. REVIEWS: "I am profoundly grateful to Kenneth
Johnson for sharing his experientially based understanding of the Tzolk'in in this remarkable
book. As a long-time lover of the Mayan world, 'Mayan Calendar Astrology' finally opened my
eyes to the subtle workings of the 260-day calendar and led me to embrace it as a genuine
path to self-understanding. The author's work is based upon his years of work with several aj
q'ijab' in the Guatemalan highlands, primarily in Momostenango, the important center for
contemporary Mayan calendar knowledge. Johnson's explanations of the significance of the 13
numbers, the Mayan Destiny chart, the Year Lords, and the Path of Feathered Serpent are
unique in popular literature and will enrich the understanding of even dedicated scholars." Robert Sitler, PhD, Director, Latin American Studies, Stetson University
Explains in a larger perspective the true meaning of the calendrical system of the Maya. The
book reflects one of the greatest changes in human thinking ever to have taken place, one that
unifies Western and Eastern thinking. The book provides a common perspective on the
emergence of all human religions and schools of thought. As the true meaning of the calendar
is solved it becomes clear that we are living in a creation that evolves according to a pre-set
schedule provided by the Mayan calendar, aiming at a completion on 28 October 2011. The
basis for a prophetic science is now returning. The message of this book is crucial to everyone
alive: human life has a higher purpose and we may all live so as to fulfil this.

"This reference work collects, defines, and correlates the month names in every
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recorded Maya calendrical tradition from the first hieroglyphic inscriptions to the
present."--Provided by publisher.
Crocodile Goes Out is a delightfully illustrated tale of the Day Lords of the Mayan
Calendar that captures both the whit and wisdom of this ancient people. Written in
English and Spanish, with Mayan glyphs, Crocodile Goes Out is a wonderful way to
introduce children to the fascinating world of the Maya while honing their English and
Spanish reading skills. Crocodile Goes Out brings the Day Lords who circle the sacred
calendar of the Maya to life. Page by page, as the story unfolds, readers learn the
English, Spanish and Maya names of these deities and gain insight into their vital role
in the everyday life of the Maya. The twenty Day Lord glyphs of the Tzolkin calendar
always follow the same cyclical order. The story in this book was created as a devise
for remembering the twenty glyphs of the Mayan Calendar in proper order. Unlike
Christian rectangular calendars, the calendars of the Maya are circular in design,
without defined beginning or end. Scholars currently start the cycle with Crocodile and
end it with Sun as has been done in this book. Because the World of the Maya spreads
over vast areas, it is continuously influencing and being influenced by other cultures
with differing languages and artistic traditions. Thus, Day Lord names and symbols
used to depict them vary by region and when the symbols were carved, painted or
embroidered. This book endeavors to remain true to the style of the ancient glyphs
while creating images that effectively convey their sacred meaning.
The firsthand account of a god who comes to Earth to destroy mankind and ends up
being its defender. When clouds suddenly envelop the globe and a ceaseless rain
begins to fall on every continent, Du Moss, an amphibious teen, has only days to save
the Age of Man from the Great Flood that will wash away the modern world.
Does the end of the Mayan Calendar start the countdown to Judgment Day? Biblical
and historical researcher David Montaigne concludes that this is the case. He says that
the end of the Mayan Long Count is the official start of the Bible’s seven-year
tribulation-both were focused on the same astronomical events that occur from 2012 to
2019. The world as we know it will be gone by 2020. Texts from ancient India tell us
about great cycles of destruction. The Egyptians told the same basic story with different
names. The Maya reveal another version of the story, and were very clear about the
timing of events from December 2012 to 2019. Your average American is no expert on
these cultures, but most people do have a Bible at home-and the clearest details on
what is about to happen can be found in the Bible, if you don't let someone else tell you
which parts you should focus on. No, this isn't what you were taught in Sunday school.
Religious leaders guide us between the raindrops of curious comments in the Bible. We
are discouraged from focusing on the parts they say we weren't meant to understand.
But if we stop glossing over these important passages we will understand a flood of
details about the End Times. Our “leaders” are not ignorant of these events. The elite
already know what is about to happen and they have made preparations most rational
people would not believe, because evidence is suppressed to avoid chaos. They want
us to remain ignorant, or at least to believe that the details are secrets that cannot be
known. But the coming events (and their timing) are not secrets. Years ago, this book's
publication would not have been tolerated by those in power. But by now it doesn't
matter much-their plans are not going to be interfered with at this point. Your plans,
however, can still be formulated, if you make the choice to understand. Topics include:
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Bible Prophecy; Matthew 24:36- Knowing the hour and the day; The Mayan Calendar
and Mythology; Pole Shifts; Galactic Superwaves; Ancient Egypt; Ancient India; World
Mythology; The Georgia Guidestones; The real Star of Bethlehem and the exact
birthday of Christ; Calculating the Second Coming, and Judgment Day; more.
New Book Bridges Ancient Wisdom with Modern Technology! The ancient wisdom
ascribed is found behind the creation of a 500-year-old artifact, the Aztec Calendar. To
the Natives it was Teoilhuicatl Apaluaztli Ollin Tonal Machiotl meaning the Great and
Venerable Mechanism of the Universe. Dr. Randall C. Jimenez, a former San Jose
State University educator, and Richard B. Graeber, an engineering documentation
specialist, have collaborated to create the first Technical Manual for the Aztec Calendar
ever produced. [Note: The Aztec name was given to the Mechican Indians (ch as in
chevron; sometimes spelled Mexican) by the writer W. H. Prescott in the early 19th
century.] The Aztec Calendar Handbook, involving thousands of man-hours of effort to
create, takes a blueprint style approach to a Historical Reference primer. Illustrated with
over 150 technical drawings showing enlargement details, cut-away views, and
computer-generated art, this new guidebook has been called the "ultimate" Aztec
Calendar reference treatise. Distilled from over 240 sources and quoting direct
eyewitnesses from the 1500's, it further includes a glossary of over 230 native words.
This attractive book is made with parchment paper and has a leather-grained cover,
making it resemble an ancient manuscript.The research for writing the Aztec Calendar
Handbook was assisted by custom software to convert Native date designators into our
modern calendar dating system. In this way, a researcher is able to convert and track
the dates of events from surviving native history books, known as codices. Mountains of
information could be processed more efficiently and accurately when correlating
indigenous dates. Inversely, a Julian date can also be converted into the Mayan longcount system. It is then possible for the Mechican calendar-labeling scheme to be
transposed over the count to generate a person's Aztec tonallo or spiritual name from
their birth date. According to Native tradition, our current long-count cycle will be
complete on the winter solstice 2012. A long-count cycle, credited to the Olmec/-Maya,
is 5125 years and started in the year 3113BC. No one is really sure what will happen
when the cycle ends, but the material in this book offers a solid foundation for figuring it
out. By looking at myths, legends & history with an Aztec's perception of God, this new
Manual provides needed answers to some important questions. Would you like to know
about how and when the Maya influenced the design of the Aztec Calendar? Have you
ever seen the Hopi version of the Plumed Serpent? Would you like to put the last
12,000 years into perspective? If so, then your library needs the Aztec Calendar
Handbook. You will find yourself referring to it over and over again. No stone has been
left unturned.
When will the world end? According to the ancient Mayans on 22 December 2012 - will
this be an apocalypse or a new beginning? Disaster or awakening? This thoughtprovoking book explores the accuracy of the Mayan calendar, decodes the hidden
meaning in ancient texts, tombs and glyphs and reveals the full meaning of the Mayan
prophecy for us all.
On the Mayan Calendar, every day of the year represents the energy of one of the
twenty solar glyphs and one of the thirteen numbers, called tones. The solar glyph
indicates your soul purpose, and the tone is the energy you will use to attain this
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purpose.
The Mayan calendar was one that calculated the end of the world. It once brought
historians, philosophers and thinkers fear of the coming doom. In this book, however,
we are going to look at the topic objectively. We are not going to focus on the
prophecies. We are only going to appreciate the fact that the Mayans were very
advanced of their time. Read history books today!
A contemporary and practical guide to Mayan astrological techniques • Discusses the
logic and meaning of the 20 day-signs of the Mayan calendar • Explains the many
cycles of Mayan astrology, such as the 9-day cycle of the Night Lords and the 13-day
trecena • Contains extensive tables of Mayan astrological data, allowing readers to cast
their own Mayan horoscopes How to Practice Mayan Astrology presents a
contemporary guide to one of the most sophisticated astrological systems ever
developed. Like other ancient peoples, the Maya looked to the cycles of the planets as
markers of time and designators of order. The predictable cycles they observed
became codified in the Mayan calendar and astrological system as a way of organizing
the seeming chaos of human life. Mayan astrology is based on 20 named days that are
cycled 13 times to create a 260-day calendar, the Tzolkin. The authors explain the
symbolism, logic, and meaning of the 20 day-signs; how these signs reflect 260
possible personality types; and how they can be used for divination. They also explain
the important role of the Four Directions and the planet Venus in one’s personality
matrix and life issues. Included are extensive, easy-to-use tables of Mayan astrological
data, allowing readers to determine their day-signs, to see how these signs are also
influenced by the cycle of the Night Lords and the 13-day trecena, and to cast their own
horoscopes.
A much-needed guide to the Mayan calendar systems and the essentials of calendar
development throughout the world.
Perform this script about an ancient Maya love story.
Annual wall calendar correlating Gregorian and Mayan calendar dates for the year 2011
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